Terrain 2012

While it's rare to hear words like "stylish" and "sophisticated" used to describe a compact
crossover, they're a fitting characterization of the GMC Terrain. Underneath its squared-off
bodywork, the Terrain is nearly identical to the Chevrolet Equinox right down to the
four-cylinder and V6 engines under the hood. Size-wise, the pair splits the difference between
the compact and midsize crossover categories, a fact that makes them more fuel-efficient
choices without sacrificing much of the practicality of traditional SUVs. For the Terrain gets a
few small but significant changes, including E85 flex-fuel capability on its 2. More important to
most buyers are the high-tech standard feature upgrades in the passenger cabin, including a
touchscreen audio interface that also integrates the standard rearview camera display. A new
Bluetooth system called Intellilink, which arrives late in the model year, makes it possible to
control smartphones with voice commands and stream audio content from online sources such
as Pandora and Stitcher radio. What don't change are things like a refined ride and handsomely
styled interior that's also whisper-quiet thanks to the generous use of acoustic insulation and a
high-tech noise-canceling system. The cabin also earns high marks for passenger comfort, with
nearly as much room as some midsize crossover SUVs like the Ford Edge. The GMC Terrain has
a lot going for it, but the same can be said for a few of its competitors in the compact crossover
segment. Specifically, we'd recommend driving it back-to-back with rivals like the Honda CR-V ,
Subaru Forester and Toyota RAV4 , all of which offer more agile handling, better visibility and
more cargo capacity. On the other hand, they feel a little less substantial and well-suited to a
road trip than the Terrain. Add in its bold, trucklike looks and high level of refinement, and this
"little" GMC is well worth considering, especially for those downsizing from a bigger SUV. The
SLE-2 adds roof rails, automatic climate control, an eight-way power driver seat with power
lumbar adjustment, a leather-wrapped steering wheel, upgraded cloth upholstery, Bluetooth and
a premium eight-speaker Pioneer audio system. The available Convenience package adds
heated front seats and remote ignition. Move up to the SLT-1 and you get those Convenience
package items plus perforated leather upholstery. The SLT-2 takes things a step further with
inch chrome-clad wheels, rear parking sensors, a power liftgate with adjustable maximum
height , chrome exterior trim, driver seat memory functions and a sunroof optional separately
on the SLE-2 and SLT Options vary by trim level and include a 3. A lane departure warning and
forward collision alert system is also available on SLT-2 models. Every GMC Terrain comes
standard with a 2. Towing capacity with this powertrain is 1, pounds. In performance testing, a
front-wheel-drive, four-cylinder Terrain went from zero to 60 mph in 9. These numbers are
impressive, but after extensive testing, we failed to see such thriftiness from the four-cylinder
Terrain -- especially on the highway. Front-wheel-drive and a six-speed automatic transmission
are also standard, while all-wheel drive is an option. With this engine, towing capacity jumps to
a respectable 3, pounds. In performance testing, a V6-powered all-wheel-drive Terrain went from
a standstill to 60 mph in 8. The GMC Terrain comes standard with antilock brakes, stability and
traction control, front-seat side-impact airbags, side curtain airbags, a rearview camera and
OnStar. In Edmunds brake testing, a four-cylinder Terrain came to a stop from 60 mph in feet. A
heavier V6 model did the same task in feet. Both results are good for the segment. In
government crash tests, the Terrain earned an overall score of four stars out of five , along with
four stars in frontal impacts and five stars in side impacts. The Insurance Institute for Highway
Safety gave the Terrain its best possible rating of "Good" in its frontal-offset, side and roof
strength tests. The GMC Terrain's standard four-cylinder engine should suit most buyers' needs
nicely. Even though the real-world fuel economy numbers don't measure up to the official EPA
estimates, this is still one of the most fuel-efficient crossover SUVs out there. One of the most
noticeable qualities of the driving experience is how hushed the cabin is, giving the interior an
upscale feel. The ride quality is also quite comfortable, with a substantial feel reminiscent of a
bigger SUV, though be aware that bigger wheels make things rougher. Handling is
unremarkable and the steering feels a bit numb. In other words, the Terrain is not the most
responsive or agile compact crossover but it does manage to feel solid and competent on the
road. For a brand that touts its hard-working truck roots, GMC designers have done a
remarkable job of giving the Terrain a decidedly classy interior. The style is sleek and modern,
and that look is complemented by a number of high-tech standard features including the
now-standard 7-inch touchscreen audio interface and rearview camera display. Unfortunately
the dash's abundance of tightly grouped buttons can be hard to sort out with a quick glance.
The passenger cabin gets high marks in the comfort category, especially in back where the rear
seat both slides and reclines. Families with growing kids will appreciate the extra legroom and
comfort it provides. There's a trade-off here, though, as cargo room shrinks dramatically when
you slide the seat all the way back. Setting that seat in the middle of its track is a good
compromise, with enough legroom for kids and a family vacation's worth of stuff. Fold the
GMC's rear seatbacks down and you get Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of

dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help
you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research
the type of car you're interested in and then select a used car from our massive database to find
cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're
interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out
what other owners paid for the Used GMC Terrain. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most
people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial
perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan
in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive
option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car
every three years or so. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features Save.
View Photos. Appraise this car. Cargo space could be more generous compromised visibility
numb steering. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert
Review. Vehicle overview. For , the GMC Terrain gets a standard touchscreen audio interface
that can be paired through Bluetooth audio streaming to Internet-based services like Pandora
and Stitcher late availability. Lane departure warning and forward collision alert are also now
available as options. Read more. Write a review See all 48 reviews. I bought my new terrain in
May after just having it a short time the navigation screen would go very dim and then bright. I
took it to dealership more than once, they did not know why or how to fix it after trying several
times. I contacted GMC corporate about the problem. It is still not fixed. I stopped taking it to
dealership because if they can't fix it why take it in. Now I have another problem. My ck engine
light coming on. Took it to dealership, it is a random misfire, they don't know why or how to fix
it. It's in there for 2nd time in one wk I now have the gen mgr involved- I refuse to get stuck with
a lemon. I have a loaner vehicle I just trade the terrain in for new chevy. I had nothing but
problems with the terrain almost since day one. It would constantly jerk when it shifted gears,
was very loud when running- manifold problems and gas fumes were coming into vehicle so
bad that windows had to be opened. I do not recommend anyone buy this vehicle. It's looks nice
but that's about it. Read less. Engine Powered down 3 times. Dangerous when engine powers
down on highway for no apparent reason Three times in miles on a GMC Terrain. Just fixed on
Wdnesday picked up on friday andf powered down again on with family members in car
ioncluding a 3 year old grandson. Transmission Jerks when putting it in reverse. It's not
consistent so the dealer can't diagnose it and it never does it when I try to show it to someone.
I've been told that this isn't a problem, but it still makes me nervous. Other than that, I love the
Terrain! I have a GMC Terrain, 4 cylinder. I am also experiencing a lot of what others have
written on here. I am going through oil like crazy and my favorite part is the "dummy" light is
not even coming on to tell me. I am checking my oil weekly and having oil changes every 2,
miles with Penzoil Full Synthetic. The only code that has ever appeared is the cam shaft sensor,
which I replaced, but I still continue to have oil consumption issues. It is ridiculous that GM will
not investigate this issue after numerous complaints. I also experience the shifting issues
jerking when taking off from a stop. This car is total garbage and I will continue to just put oil
into it and I refuse to replace an engine on a car that is 3 years old that I have documentation
that I have properly maintained. Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test
Result No Tip. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores. People who viewed this also
viewed 4. Sponsored cars related to the Terrain. Sign Up. Coronavirus update: New contactless
services to help keep you safe. Dealership was fast to reply to my interest in the vehicle,
supplied me with all the info i needed. Professional and courteous. Thank you. Several different
people texted, emailed and called. I think they speak with forked tongues. Dealership followed
up with my questions quickly they contacted me a couple of times very professional. Lot was
snowed in waited over an hour the car was nit dug out. Very disappointed. Great buying
experience. No pressure, friendly and extremely helpful. Don't expect a glass and chrome
building. Look for very good cars at very fair prices. I had to best experience with this dealer I
would recommend this dealership to everyone. Best car buying experience I ever had, no games
played, staff made me feel like family, I would definitely do business with them again. I bought
car from these guys they went out of their way to help me, I mistakenly reviewed a different
dealer with poor write up. The lady emailed me and told me they still have the car but their
closed due to the coronavirus and when they can open back up, she'll let me know. I visited this
dealership to test drive the Tribeca. It was not in great condition including problems with the
alignment but the salesman did not seem knowledgeable or willing to acknowledge the
problems. Instead he implied that this was normal performance for the car. We felt like this visit
was a waste of our time. Very professional! Impressive experience. Staff was knowledgeable,
attentive and thorough. Somewhat ponderous handling, compromised rear visibility, smallish
cargo capacity, a controversial look and a hefty price tag tend to tarnish the Terrain a bit. This

competent Jimmy is designed for the tolerably well-off family and offers some untraditional
though costly extras for the daily commuter. Yeah, this is a pretty solid baby ute, but check out
the competition before signing on the dotted line. What this 5-passenger midsize crossover
does well is provide practicality and efficiency for the average family, especially those
downsizing from a gas-guzzling full-size ute, a la the Yukon, Escalade or Tahoe. A goodly
number of traditional creature comforts, plus sedan-like ride comfort and class-topping
fuel-economy numbers, not to mention a bold no-nonsense look, ought to quickly permit people
to forget those clunky, truck-based, gas-eating, garage-challenging SUVs. Of course, this
midsize Jimmy comes in the standard front-wheel-drive FWD configuration, but all-wheel drive
with intelligence AWD-i , boasting automatic and instantaneous torque redirection from the
wheels that slip to the wheels that grip, remains available to all trims. An available new safety
feature in higher Terrain trims is a lane-departure warning and forward collision alert system.
Lest the folks at GM become too smug, there are a number of downsides to this boxy crossover.
It has decidedly less cargo space than many rivals, while agility is, well, spare, to say the least.
Acceleration in the standard 4-cylinder engine is only tepid, while even the optional V6
powerplant is not as quick off the line as its ponies might indicate. Then, too, this midsize
Jimmy carries a rather hefty base price that could put a strain on the budget. With all that in
mind, the new-car-shopping family might want to kick some tires on the roomier Ford Edge, the
self-explained Honda CR-V, the more affordable and off-road-capable Subaru Forester or the
refined and more agile Toyota RAV4. Should, however, brand loyalty, patriotic fervor or even
such interests as traditional creature comforts compel the purchase of a domestic crossover
ute, the Terrain is a pretty good choice. All Terrain trims are delivered with a
variable-valve-timed VVT 2. The I4 remains under the management of a 6-speed shiftable
automatic transmission for some hp at 6, rpm and lb-ft of torque at 4, rpm, good enough that the
3 highest trims can tow up to 1, pounds with the proper equipment. Optional to all trims except
the SLE1 is a 3. No matter the engine size, the 6-speed flaunts hill-start assist and auto grade
braking, while the AWD system allows cruising in FWD under normal driving conditions, with
power delivered automatically to all 4 wheels when roads start to get slick. Reviewers note that
the I4 is fine for downtown traffic, but has problems keeping up with merging and passing
expectations on the highway. The V6 also comes in for some denigrating comments with its
perceived failure to provide pickup to the gas pedal. A few reviews additionally note that the
6-speed automatic is a bit slow to downshift when in full automatic mode, with this
phenomenon especially noted when engaging the V6. Finally, many reviewers note an unrefined
whine from the four-banger on hard acceleration, though all concede that it settles down nicely
at highway speeds. The touring-oriented 4-wheel independent suspension returns on the
Terrain lineup, as do the standard MacPherson front struts, the multi-link rear end and the
stabilizer bars front and rear. All but the top-shelf SLT2 roll on inch painted alloy wheels, while
the flagship trim flaunts inch chrome-clad wheels. Of course, all-season tires again adorn each
of the 4 trims. Ride comfort in this midsize Jimmy crossover is described by virtually all
reviewers as more than competent. Several reviewers opine that bumps and cracks are handled
handily no matter the tire size, while others mention a distinct deterioration in ride quality from
the larger wheels bearing the flagship SLT2. Nearly all reviewers agree, however, that overall
composure is as solid and confidence inspiring as that of a full-size ute and that this crafty
crossover reflects well on the smooth-riding reputation that GM has always enjoyed with its
utes. Handling, alas, is a different matter. Reviewers claim that a noticeable lack of feedback
from the steering wheel keeps this quasi-ute from demonstrating any sort of agility in corners,
while the smaller tires adorning the 3 lower trims restrain nimbleness even further. Brakes,
finally, are noted by most reviewers to be powerful and true. In tests, an I4-toting Terrain came
to a stop from 60 mph in feet, while its heavier V6-equipped sibling stopped in feet. Both results
are confirmed in reviews as darned good for the segment. Let it not be said that the Terrain
disappoints as far as traditional standard features are concerned. Remote power door locks,
heated power-adjustable outside mirrors, and power windows, of course, remain standard, as
do a tilting and telescoping steering wheel and a rear-view camera. The simulated alloy steering
wheel mounting cruise controls and redundant audio controls gives the cabin a touch of class,
as does the simulated alloy trim decorating the doors and center console. Bluetooth-interfaced
OnStar Directions and Connections services remain standard, as do the auto-dimming rear-view
mirror, manual air conditioning and front and rear floor mats. Finally, the standard single-CD
player with 6 speakers, satellite radio and a USB connection additionally boasts a brand-new
7-inch color touchscreen display. The amped-up SLT1 throws in standard leather upholstery
and heated front seats, while the flagship SLT2 flaunts all of the above plus skid plates, a power
sunroof, a rear power liftgate, chrome-clad wheel covers, reverse-tilting outside mirrors and
rear parking sensors. Options-wise, all Terrain editions can be delivered with available

Convenience and Protection packages that boast added cargo management items, upgraded
exterior protection coatings and carpeted floor mats. Finally, the 3 highest trims, in keeping with
their top-shelf status, can be equipped with the Chrome and Technology Package with V6
power, inch alloy wheels and an upgraded navigation suite, while standalone options include a
power sunroof and rear-seat DVD entertainment. Seats are complimented by most reviewers as
comfortable and supportive, with the reclining and sliding second-row seats drawing special
praise for adding some uncommon rear-seat leg and foot room. On the other hand, some
compromised visibility rearward due to the tall rear-seat headrests is noted by a number of
reviewers, while others find too many distressingly similar buttons that require
eyes-off-the-road deciphering. Traditional family-oriented safety equipment standard in the
Terrain lineup includes 4-wheel antilock brakes ABS with emergency braking assist and
electronic brakeforce distribution, as well as traction and stability control, front and rear head
airbags, and dual front side-mounted airbags. Again, standard OnStar post-crash alerts and
stolen-vehicle recovery assistance adorns all Terrains, while the flagship SLT2 can be equipped
with the optional lane-departure warning and a forward collision alert when the Chrome and
Technology Package is selected. The National Highway Traffic Safety Administration NHTSA
awards the Terrain its second-highest 4 stars for overall safety in , with 4 stars also awarded in
front crash-worthiness and rollover protection. Tepid acceleration from both the I4 and V6
powerplants also distresses a number of owners, as does a tendency on the part of the
automatic transmission to slip and jerk when downshifting. We'll help you find great deals
among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with
dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use
CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get
rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow
down your search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot,
drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a
single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that
too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Best deals
first. CarGurus User. The Good. Read more. Why Use CarGurus? A majority of all used US
imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and
shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting
data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers
reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than
30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car shoppers make better purchase
decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car
dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with
confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help
of its partners and sources, including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service
and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly
available information, CARFAX has collected information from many independent reliable
sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet,
paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I ha
honda hrb216
alpine cde hd138bt manual
ford 60 fuel pump upgrade
d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

